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Gradient Velocity Nomogram. — The general gradient velocity equation , F = 2muv sin <t> ± mv^/r, reduces, on dividing by m, to
o      •           1 dp       . v*
2uv sin 0 --- ~~ = ±—y p an          r
the upper sign being used for anticyclones and the lower for cyclones.
A straight line nomogram that solves this equation has been constructed by Herbert Bell, after the method developed by Prof. d'Ocagne in his " Trait6 de Nomographie." The solution is as follows:
Writing
,                ,A,     .     ,
u = --- f- and w — 105co sm 6. p dn                                  '
u and w being scales along the lines x = — 10 and x ==• 10, respectively, the velocity equation becomes
250Qu + vw = ± 50,000 ~
which is linear in u and w.
If, then, a network is constructed of the two families
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the point c, say, determined by equations (1) and (2) from values of v and r, will be collinear with the point A on the u scale, fixed by the given value of dp/dn, and the point B on the w scale indicated by the latitude.
The resulting diagram, with gradients in terms of millimeters difference of barometer reading per 100 kilometers, velocity in meters per second, and p = 0.0011, is given in Fig. 38. L
To find the gradient wind velocity, connect the known pressure gradient (marked on lower left border of the diagram) and the latitude of the place in question (given on the upper right border) with a straight edge or stretched string and note where it cuts the curve representing the radius of curvature of the local isobar. For cyclones the vertical through this point gives the required velocity in meters per second. For anticyclones two velocities are thus indicated, but the smaller is the one to take, since it alone is physically possible (see equations (C) and (D), p. 114).
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